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Switching up 
Former QB Mike Greco working on 
transition to defense -sEESPORTs,As 
Good green fun 
Rosen students organize 
eco-product event for 
final project - SEE NEWS, A2 
EDUCATION Students shift away 
from cars to shuttle 
CARS PRODUCED IN THE WORLD EVERY VEAR 
THE 12,500 
LONG BOOK 
LIST 
EDUCATION 
New York University officials weren't 
laughing when hundreds of people 
mistakenly received word that they'd 
been accepted to g@d school on 
April Fools'Day. NYU says it sent out 
489 acceptance e-mails to the 
Robert F.Wagner G@duate School of 
Public Service, when they all s~ould 
have received rejection letters 
instead. The school sent out notices 
an hour later. 
rm Breaking news on yourcell 
Get UCF news sent to your cell 
phone. Just text the keyword 
UCFNEWS to 44636. 
AROUND CAMPUS, A2 
LEARN TO COPE WITH 
BREAKUPS ON 
TUESDAY AT 6 P.M. 
The Counseling Center will be 
hosting a discussion and 
presentation about relationships 
and the stresses of break ups. There 
will be tips on how to heal, move 
on and cope through the time. 
LOCAL & STATE, A2 
8-VEAR-OLD GIRL 15 
SHOT AND KILLED 
WHILE SLEEPING 
Police say the girl was caught in a 
spray of bullets while sleeping 
inside her southwest Florida 
home. St. Petersburg Police say the 
death of Paris Hamilton appears to 
be an act of retaliation. 
NATION & WORLD, A4 
NORTH KOREAN 
MISSILE LAUNCH 
TESTSOBAMA 
North Korea's defiant rocket launch 
has confronted President Barack 
Obama with his first global 
security crisis and a difficult 
diplomatic challenge for his young 
administration. 
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HIGH LOW 
For 2009,global vehide sales remain in 
the midst of a precipitous fall-off, led by 
sharp declines in the mature markets of 
the United States, Western Europe and 
Japan. We project total cars produced at 
51,971,328. 
MARISA RAMICCIO 
Contributing Writer 
driving themselves and 
are taking the shuttle. 
point to drive only where I 
need to go," he said. 
In 2006 there were 49,886,549 
passenger cars produced in the wortd, 
with an increaseof6.45% overthe 
previous year. The increase for 2007 was 
more modest,and 2008 showed a 
decline.Analysts from various institutes 
had in fact pegged the year 2007 as the 
year which would end the 5-year cycle 
(2002,2003;2004,2005,2006) of record 
global auto sales wortdwide. 
Campus parking lots 
are packed and gas prices 
are half of what they were 
last summer, but some 
students and faculty are 
still putting the brakes on 
Steve Rich, a senior 
health sciences major, said 
he makes sure to keep the 
keys out of the ignition as 
much as possible. 
Students like Rich are 
following a national trend. 
According to new esti-
mates from the Federal 
Highway Administration, 
"Ever since the gas hike 
last summer, I made it a PLEASE SEE SEARCHING ON A3 
MANUEL CINTRON/ CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
Danielle Dohmen, a senior art major, readies an ex-car dealership Thursday afternoon for the Driven art show. 
MANUEL CINTRON 
Contributing Writer 
Art students spent last week preparing an empty Mini Cooper dealership 
in downtown Orlando for the final component of their curriculum: an alter-
native exhibition prepared solely by and featuring the students' art. The 
event is their final step as students in the Bachelor of Fine Arts program at 
UCF. 
Open to the public on Friday and Saturday night, Driven - the show's 
dualistic title - featured 88 pieces created by the 20 students in professor 
Theo Lotz's senior Professional Practices class. 
"'Ibis show is my challenge to them." Lotz said. "It has gone through sev-
eral permutations before we settled on the current product." 
Kyle Waldrep, one of Lotz's students, said he used the opportunity to 
Exhibition acts 
as final project 
for Fine Arts 
students 
'This show is my 
challenge to 
them. It has gone 
through several 
permutations 
before we settled 
on the current 
product.' 
-THEO LOTZ 
ART GALLERY DIRECTOR 
become familiar with the gallery environment, preparing his work and showcasing it for sale. One of his 
pieces, "Blank Image,'' was the first sold on opening night. 
Waldrep said ''Blank Image" was inspired by the death of his father, who was full of wisdom and knowl-
edge that Waldrep never learned and now never will 
"My father was a painter. He got me into this,'' Waldrep said 
Waldrep's work consisted of acrylic pieces, both still life and self-portraits. He focused on images of 
human skeletal structures as well as images of himself. 
Waldrep said he envisions his art in its entirety before he picks up a brush. 
PLEASE SEE ART ON AS 
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CARS 
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Digital 
videos 
upfor 
voting 
meStories contest 
airs green issues 
SAMUEL J. STRUCKHOFF 
Contributing Writer 
Student films aimed at 
changing -the world are 
scheduled to be online 
today for viewing and vot-
ing in contest about the 
environment. 
Participating in the 
meStories digital f"tlm com-
petition, students pitched 
their plans to make a posi-
tive impact on the planet, 
then put them into digital 
videos no longer than two 
minutes, complete with 
special effects, editing 
flourishes and original 
music. 
Ten finalists were cho-
sen from more than 70 
entrants, digital media pro-
fessor Robert Kenny, one 
of the project directors, 
said. The meStories videos 
focused on the General 
Education Program Unify-
ing Theme: The environ-
ment and global climate 
change. 
Sophomore Bryan Ven-
zen's film, ''.Animate to 
Save the World," focuses 
on how he believes ani-
mation with a positive 
message can have an 
influence on young peo-
ple. Venzen said the 
meStories project started 
as just another assign-
ment, but as the project 
progressed, he took more 
of an interest in the proj-
ect and the message he 
wanted to convey. 
Kenny said faculty were 
encouraged to make 
PLEASE SEE DIRECTORS ON Al 
UCFalum 
Danny 
Daneau (top 
left) directs 
The Attic Door, 
which was 
saeenedat 
the Florida 
Film Festival 
Saturday 
night. 
Alum debuts at film fest 
PHOTO COURTESY 
BARY GLAZIER, 
NIGHTLIGHT 
PICTURES 
JUSTINE GRIFFIN 
StaffWriter . 
When Danny Daneau 
was diagnosed with a ter-
minal illness at 8 years old, 
he never knew he would 
use this experience as a 
means of inspiration on the 
big screen years later. 
"I remember the doctors 
telling my parents I was 
going to die," Daneau said. 
"I learned at an early age to 
deal with this finite idea of 
death." 
Daneau was diagnosed 
with rheumatoid arthritis, a 
chronic inflammatory dis-
order that attacks the joints, 
a disease that Daneau still 
suffers from today. 
''As a little boy, he had to 
deal with death, the fact 
that his life wasn't going to 
go on," said Randy Finch, 
an associate professor in 
the f"tlm department at 
UCF. ·~ of his movies 
have been about children 
dealing with this very seri-
ous issue and show how 
children cope and what 
they do in the face of this 
news." 
Daneau, now a 26-year-
old UCF alumnus, used 
events from his own child-
hood to influence his first 
independent film, The Attic 
Door, which made its world 
premiere at the Florida 
Film Festival on Saturday, 
April 4, in Winter Park. 
"The premiere was 
amazing," Daneau said. 
"The line to get in wrapped 
all around the side of the 
theater and back again." 
PLEASE SEE DIRECTOR ON A6 " 
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AROUND 
CAMPUS 
News and notices for 
the UCF community 
Breaking up and making up 
On Tuesday at 6 p.m. the 
Counseling Center will be 
hosting a discussion and 
presentation about relation-
ships and stresses of break-
ing up. There will be tips on 
how to heal, move on and 
cope through the time. The 
location is to be announced 
For more information on 
the event contact Andrew 
Blair at 407-823-2811. 
Looking to apply for jobs? 
Learn how to write job-
getting resumes, cover let-
ters and other business cor-
respondences on Tuesday 
at 11 a.m. The event is host-
ed by Career Services and 
will take place in the Ferrell 
Commons in Room 185-C. 
For more information 
contact Career Services at 
407-823-2361 or by e-mail at 
career@mail.uct:edu 
Have a question for OSI? 
As part ofUCF library's 
Campus Connections rep-
resentatives from the Office 
of Student Conduct will be 
inside of the UCF Main 
library. The event will take 
place on Tuesday from 
10:30 a.m. to 12 p.m. to 
answer any questions stu-
dents may have. 
For more information 
contact Hal Mendelsohn at 
407-823-3604. 
Slumdog Millionare showing 
In front of the UCF 
Arena on Thursday the 
movie Slumdog Million-
aire will be playing. 
The event starts at 8 
p.m. and the movie will 
begin playing at 9 p.m. 
For more information 
contact Kate Glynn at 
kglynn@upillc.com 
LOCAL 
&STATE 
Keep local with headlines 
you may have missed 
8-yr-old girl shot, killed by 
spray of bullets while sleeping 
St. Petersburg - An 8-
year-old girl has died after 
police say she was caught 
in a spray of bullets while 
sleeping inside her south-
west Florida home. 
St. Petersburg Police say 
the death of Paris Hamilton 
appears to be an act of 
retaliation and not a ran-
dom act of violence. 
Hamilton was sleeping 
in the front of the house 
Sunday morning at 2:24 
a.m. when someone out-
side fired multiple shots 
from a semiautomatic rifle. 
At least one of the bullets 
entered the house and 
struck the girl 
She was taken to a hos-
pital and pronounced dead 
a short time later. Several 
adults and one other child 
were also home at the time 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
PLEASE SEE LOCAL ON A4 
o-ins iration 
fuels project 
Wal-Mart parking lot 
space rolled back as 
CAITLIN BATTERSBY 
Staff Writer 
Senior event management 
majors put their planning skills to 
the test Saturday at their Go Green 
Expo. 
As the final project for their 
Event Management II course, 
Rosen College of Hospitality Man-
agement students provided family 
entertainment and allowed compa-
nies to show their green in the 
parking lot of Wal-Mart on Turkey 
Lake Road. 
Janez Deneus, a member of the 
administration team for the event, 
said she chose the event's theme 
after her long-time career advisor 
told her the importance of being 
environmentally conscious and get-
ting the word out about it. 
When one of the f'mal project 
options included going · green, 
Deneus said she thought, "What 
could be a better way to do that for 
her?" 
• groups, companies 
converge to spread 
green message 
Peter Groenendaal, a manager at 
the Wal-Mart , was cooking veggie 
burgers on a grill. 
"Wal-Mart gets such a bad rap," 
Groenendaal said. "Not enough is 
publicized to show what we do to 
help." 
CAITLIN BATTERSBY/ CENTRAL FLDRIDA FUTURE 
Zachary Groemendaal, a freshman at Lyman High School, fixes samples of Snapple for attendees of the 
Go Green Expo at Wal-Mart Saturday. The event was planned by UCF event management majors. 
Groenendaal said Wal-Mart 
Stores Inc. encourages each store to 
find organizations to help. 
People who visited the event 
were mostly Wal-Mart shoppers 
who were intrigued by the music, 
balloons and tents. 
Deneus said she knew that the 
balloons weren't eco-friendly, but 
they didn't do as much marketing as 
they wanted and thought that the 
balloons were good "attention-get-
ters." 
The Florida School of Holistic 
Living planned on attending the 
event, but couldn't make it, said 
Emily Ruff, the school's co-director, 
in an e-mail. She said the school 
would have been there if they had 
enough staff to do so. 
"I think it is important for gen-
uinely 'green' companies· and 
organizations to be at places like 
this to educate folks who might 
come," she said. 
However, Ruff was critical of 
some of the businesses promoted at 
the expo. 
"I could probably go on and on 
about my concerns about not just 
this event, but all the others in the 
past two or three years that try to 
market 'green' practices of big pol-
luting companies," she said. "Bot-
tom line, the location alone was 
enough for us to have concerns 
about the event." 
Visitors could take their children 
to the kids' activity tent. Katie 
Moore and Heather Allen, the 
members of the entertainment 
team, taught children how to plant 
sunflower and nasturtium seeds 
into peat pots that they could take 
home with them. 
Visitors to the Orange County 
Government's tent received a free 
tote bag when they signed a pledge 
to "adopt the reuse habit" and stop 
using plastic bags. The pledge is 
part of the Orange County Environ-
mental Protection Division's 
Orange to Green campaign. 
"Orange County has been certi-
fied as a green government at the 
gold level by the Florida Green 
Building Coalition," said Nancy 
Rodlun, the community outreach 
and media coordinator. She said the 
next step was to get the community 
involved and informed. 
Porter McNeil stood next to a 
table covered in eco-friendly prod-
ucts that are sold at an online store 
called Conservastore.com. There 
was an LED bulb, a can crusher, a 
solar panel, a tote bag with a solar 
panel side to charge phones and 
MP3 players, a water-saving show-
erhead and more. _ 
A representative from McDon-
ald's encouraged guests to spin a 
wheel to win free food. The table 
had information on the nearest 
McDonald's events for this month, 
a coupon for a free sandwich after a 
purchase of coffee and a green 
sheet of paper explaining the "long-
standing record of industry leader-
ship in environmental conserva-
tion." The sheet said McDonald's 
works to reduce solid waste by 
"recycling what we can" and by 
using "more energy-efficient fluo-
rescent lighting." 
In a tent nearby, Danny Williams 
III set up a glass container with a 
piece of Flexi-Pave, which is pro-
duced by KB. Industries Inc. Water 
LOCAL WEATHER 
~''A\,tL Today TODA~ IN DETAIL 
:-- Today: Wmdy with thunderstorms 
, .~ SCATTERED in the afternoon.Winds SW at 20 
" T-STORMS to 30 mph. Chance of rain 40%. 
i 1 . . High· 800 Toni~ht: Partly cloudy skies in the J1 ~ t} i P · · evening, then becoming cloudy 
i' Low: S3° overnight. 
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was pumped into the top above the 
Flexi-Pave, and then it dribbled 
down to the bottom of the contain-
er. 
It is a flexible pavement that 
allows water through. Williams said 
it is good for the environment 
because it's made from old tires and 
can eliminate. the need for a reten-
tion pond. 
Visitors to the Sun State Ford 
tent could tour the 2010 Fusion 
Hybrid, which gets 41 mpg in the 
city. 
A representative of the city of 
Orlando was at a tent handing out 
information on Green Works 
Orlando, Green Up Orlando and 
Keep Orlando Beautiful Inc. There 
was also a flier about pet waste. 
"Love· the dog/Hate the doo," it 
read It explained the environmen-
tal ramifications of not picking up 
after a pet. 
Even some of the event planners 
were learning about green prod-
ucts. 
Angie Morgan, a member of the 
logistic team, told her fellow plan-
ners what she had learned at the 
Turf Pro tent. 
"It's like what they use at zoos," 
she said. She explained that it helps 
plants grow, but it also helps reduce 
contaminants like diseases in soil 
Deneus said she was proud of 
their event. 
"We all got this done as a team," 
she said, "I really appreciate every-
thing each committee did." 
Katrina Schoenfeldt, a member 
of the administration team, said she 
felt strongly about the event. 
"I told my boyfriend he has to 
come today because this event is 
like my baby," she said. 
Tuesday 
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Family frames 
Top: President John Hitt 
looks at photography by 
Frank Juge and Etta Jean 
Juge at their art exhibit in 
the UCF Library Friday 
afternoon. 
Bottom: Oviedo Mayor Mary 
Lou Andrews enjoys 
photography taken during 
the Juges' international 
travel. 
ASHLEY INGUANTA / 
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
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UNIVERSITY 
WALK-IN 
MEDICAL 
CENTER 
"The Doctor Is Always In" 
Urgent Care Medical Services 
Provided By Board Certified Physicians. 
No Appointment Necessary. 
11550 University Blvd. • Orlando, FL 32817 
407-282-2044 
Hours: Monday-Friday 8am-8pm 
Saturday-Sunday 9am-5pm 
Open Most Holidays 
UniversityWalkin.com 
Most Insurances Accepted 
(Located less than 1 mile from UCF, 
on University Blvd., between Rouse Road and Alafaya.) 
Searching for alternative transportation 
FROM Al 
Americans traveled 7 bil-
lion fewer miles in Janu-
ary of this year than the 
last. 
Alexa Burno, a junior 
art major, said she also 
leaves her car behind 
unless it is absolutely 
necessary. 
"Two of my three 
roommates have cars, so I 
can usually carpool with 
them. Gas is really expen-
sive lately," she said. But 
Burno said her main 
alternative is the shuttle, 
and she isn't the only one. 
According to UCF 
Parking & Transportation 
Services, students took 
873,750 rides on the shut-
tles in the fall 2008 
semester, which was an 
increase of 5 percent. The 
shuttles that run between 
the Rosen College and 
the main campus had a 60 
percent increase in rider-
ship - to 20,680 rides -
last semester. The popu-
larity of the shuttles led to 
an expansion of the serv-
ice in January. 
Jackson Dimanche, 
•n10• 
PETROLEUM BASIC STATISTICS 
U.S.CRUDE Oil PRODUCTION 
U.S.CRUDEOIL IMPORTS 
U.S.PETROLEUM PRODUCT IMPORTS 
U.S.NET PETROLEUM IMPORTS 
DEPENDENCE ON NET PETROLEUM IMPORTS 
lOP U.S.CRUDE Oil SUPPLIER 
5,064,000 BARRELS/DAY 
10,031,000 BARRELS/DAY 
3,437,000 BARRELS/DAY 
12,036,000 BARRELS/DAY 
582% 
CANADA 
lOP U.S. TOTAL PETROLEUM SUPPLIER 
888,000 BARRELS/DAY 
CANADA 
who drives one of the 
new shuttles, route 10 to 
Jefferson Village and The 
Lofts, said he has seen the 
increase in ridership. · 
''I've seen some new 
faces lately,'' he said, not-
ing more students ride in 
spring because they don't 
mind waiting in the sun-
shine. 
But since the shuttles 
only provide transporta-
tion for student housing, 
people that live outside 
the reach of the service 
are looking for other 
ways to travel. 
Lindee Owens, an 
instructor in the English 
2,455,000 BARRELS/DAY 
- WWW.EIA.DOE.GOV 
- 1 
department, was going to 
ride the LYNX bus to 
UCF last summer in an 
attempt to go green. She 
said when she found that 
the closest bus stop was 
not within walking dis-
tance, and the bus ride 
was an hour long both 
ways, she decided that it 
just wasn't worth the trip. 
"I started crunching 
numbers and found that it 
would cost more to take 
the bus," she said. "I did-
n't know how expensive 
the LYNX was." 
Owens added that she 
is driving less at home, 
and like Burno, is car-
pooling with her 
"roommate." 
"I have a husband who 
likes to drive, and I don't 
have to pay for his gas," 
she said. 
The expense of the 
LYNX buses, which cost 
$2 one way, may be why 
some bus drivers have 
seen a lack of students on 
their routes. "I only have 
one person [from UCF] 
on the Oviedo route," said 
bus driver Melinda 
Demers. "I wish more 
people would use the 
bus." 
Owens was not the 
only faculty member 
looking for alternatives. 
AceJimenez,asupervisor 
for UCF Parking & Trans-
portation Services, said 
he has not only seen an 
increase in the number of 
students riding the shut-
tles but in the number of 
faculty as well. 
Dimanche said he felt 
confident that, with the 
success of the new routes 
and if the numbers con-
tinue to rise, there could 
be even more shuttles 
added to the fleet. 
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LOCAL & STATE 
FROM A2 
of the shooting. They were 
not injured 
Authorities are inter-
viewing several people to 
determine a motive. 
Gunshot sounds lead police 
to 3 bodies in Miami llome 
MIAMI - Police are 
investigating after three 
bodies were found inside 
their Miami home. 
Miami-Dade Police 
were called to the home 
around 2 a.m. Sunday after 
reports that shots were 
fired. Inside they found the 
bodies of two females and 
one male. The male died 
from an apparent gun shot 
wound. It was not clear 
how the others died. 
Detective Alvaro 
Zabaleta said in a state-
ment they are trying to 
determine the relationship 
between the three and a 
possible motive. 
The victims' names 
were not released. The 
women were 27 and 57-
years-old The man was 67-
years"Old 
Police say man tortured girl 
after she found porn stash 
TAMPA - A Tampa 
man is behind bars after 
police say he tortured a 10-
year-old relative because 
she found his stash of 
pornographic movies. 
Tampa Police say they 
received an anonymous tip 
that 36-year-old Moslim Al 
Assadi tied the girl's hands 
behind her back and forced 
her into a partially filled 
bathtub where he dunked 
her head underwater sever-
al times. The girl's siblings 
watched the incident They 
said she turned blue while 
being dunked in the water. 
Tampa police detectives 
along with child protection 
investigators went to the 
home Thursday and 
removed the victim and two 
other children. 
- ASSOCIATID PRESS 
HIGHER 
EDUCATION 
What's in the news at 
colleges around the country 
Recession not hurtin~ Kansas 
universities scholarships 
WICHITA, Kan. 
The recession has schol-
arship officials worried at 
Kansas' three main uni-
versities, but they said 
they don't expect it to 
affect awards to students 
this fall. 
The University of 
Kansas had planned to 
spend just $23 million on 
scholarships for the cur-
rent academic year but 
ended up handing out 
almost $30 million. 
KU Endowment presi-
dent Dale Seuferling says 
for next year, the universi-
ty is planning to dole out 
another $23 million. 
Kansas State Universi-
ty awarded about $11 mil-
lion in scholarships in the 
current school year and 
plans to hand out the 
same in the coming year. 
Wichita State Universi-
ty handed out $4.5 million 
in general scholarships 
for the current academic 
year and plans to hand out 
about the same amount 
next year. 
University ofVennont faculty 
plan budget-cut protest 
BURLINGTON, Vt. -
University of Vermont 
faculty members who say 
a starvation diet is being 
imposed on the school's 
academic programs are 
planning a "Let Them Eat 
Gruel?" budget-cut 
protest. 
United Academics, the 
union representing most 
UVM faculty, says Presi-
dent Daniel Fogel's plan to 
reduce staffing will result 
in an English department 
without courses on 
Charles Dickens, a Politi-
cal Science department 
without courses in inter-
national politics and a civil 
and environmental engi-
neering program at risk of 
losing accreditation. 
L 
-ASSOCIMED PRESS 
NATION & WORID 
Keep current with headlines from around the globe 
ANJUM NAVEED/ ASSOCIATED PRESS 
Pakistani investigators examine the site of Saturday's suicide bombing in Islamabad, 
Pakistan on Sunday. The bombing happened at a base housing paramilitary troops. 
North Korean missile tests 
Obama on global security 
WASHINGTON 
North Korea's defiant rock-
et launch has confronted 
President Barack Obama 
with his first global security 
crisis and a difficult diplo-
matic challenge for his 
young administration. 
U.S. officials reacted 
quickly and sharply to the 
launch. In language they 
had used for weeks while 
the North set a timetable, 
they said it was "provoca-
tive" and a threat to stability 
in an already tense region 
that includes Japan and 
South Korea, two of Ameri-
ca's staunchest Asian allies. 
The UN. Security Coun-
cil planned to meet in emer-
gency session at Japan's 
request late Sunday. Obama, 
traveling in Europe, called 
for international consensus 
to condemn the launch of 
what the North claimed was 
a satellite. The U.S. and oth-
ers say it violates a U.N. ban 
on ballistic missile activity 
by the communist state 
even though the satellite 
failed to reach orbit. 
''North Korea broke the 
rules once again by testing a 
rocket that could be used for 
long range missiles:• Obama 
said in a speech on nuclear 
proliferation in the Czech 
Republic. 
"This provocation 
underscores the need for 
action - not just this after-
noon at the U.N. Security 
Council - but in our deter-
mination to prevent the 
spread of these weapons. 
Rules must be binding. Vio-
lations must be punished. 
Words must mean some-
thing," he said 
"Now is the time for a 
strong international 
response, and North Korea 
must know that the path to 
security and respect will 
never come through threats 
and illegal weapons," 
Obama said to applause.·~ 
nations must come together 
to build a stronger, global 
regime ... we must stand 
shoulder to shoulder to 
pressure the North Koreans 
to change course." 
Gunman kills 3 Pittsburgh 
officers in shootout Saturday 
PITTSBURGH - A 
gunman wearing a bullet-
proof vest and armed with 
an assault rifle held police at 
bay for hours as their fallen 
officers were left bleeding 
nearby, their colleagues 
unable to reach them. 
When it was over four 
hours later, three officers 
were dead and more than 
100 rounds had been fired 
by SWAT teams and the 
gunman on the quiet Pitts-
burgh street, police said 
Saturday's slayings 
occurred just two weeks 
after four police officers 
were fatally shot in Oakland, 
Calif., in the deadliest day 
for U.S. law enforcement 
since Sept. ll, 2001 
"This is a solemn day 
and it's a very sad day in the 
city of Pittsburgh," Police 
Chief Nate Harper said. 
'We've seen this kind of vio-
lence happen in California. 
We never would think this 
kind of violence would hap-
pen in the city of Pitts-
burgh." 
Richard Poplawski, 23, 
was charged with three 
counts of homicide, aggra-
vated assault and a weapons 
violation. He had gunshot 
wounds in his legs but was 
otherwise unharmed 
because he was wearing a 
bulletproof vest, Harper 
said 
Poplawski opened fire 
on two officers responding 
to a 7 a.m. domestic vio-
lence call from Poplawski's 
mother, police said 
Suicide bomber kills 22 in 
Pakistan Shiite mosque 
ISLAMABAD - A sui-
cide bomber attacked a 
crowded Shiite mosque 
south of the Pakistani capi-
tal on Sunday, killing 22 
people and wounding 
dozens more in the latest 
carnage to hit the U.S.-
allied nation, officials said 
. Violence in Pakistan has 
spread well beyond the 
dangerous Afghan border 
region, including a suicide 
bombing in Islamabad on 
Saturday that killed eight 
paramilitary personnel and 
a deadly commando-style 
attack against a police 
academy last week in 
Lahore. 
Fedayeen al-Islam, a lit-
tle-known group believed 
linked to the Taliban, 
claimed responsibility 
through a spokesman. Pak-
istan also has a history of 
sectarian violence that 
often involves attacks by 
Sunni extremists on minor-
ity Shiites. 
Separately, a senior Pak-
istan Taliban commander 
claimed responsibility for 
Saturday's attack on the 
paramilitary forces, saying 
it was in retaliation for U.S. 
drone missile strikes 
against militants in Pak-
istan near the Afghan bor-
der and threatening to 
carry out two suicide 
attacks per week. The 
group has also said it car-
ried out the attack in 
Lahore. 
Sunday's suicide 
bomber set off his explo-
sives at the entrance to a 
mosque in Chakwal city in 
Punjab province, about 50 
miles (80 kilometers) south 
of Islamabad, during a reli-
gious congregation, said 
Nadim Hasan Asif, a top 
security official in Punjab. 
He said the blast killed 22 
people and injured more 
than 30. 
"The suspected man 
was stopped at the 
entrance and pushed him-
self in and exploded," Asif 
said 
Ftve children found dead after 
apparent murder-suicide 
GRAHAM, Wash. - A 
father apparently shot to 
death five of his children, 
ages 7 to 16, at their mobile 
home and then killed him-
self near a casino miles 
away, police said Saturday. 
Ed 1royer, a spokesman 
for the Pierce County Sher-
iff, called it a domestic vio-
lence situation and a mur-
der-suicide. 
"We believe they all 
died of gunshot wounds," 
1royer said 
Police found the father's 
body early Saturday in his 
still-running car near the 
Muckleshoot Casino in 
Auburn, about 30 miles 
south of Seattle. He had 
apparently killed himself 
with a rifle, although no 
note was left in the car, 
Auburn Police Sgt. Scott 
Near said. 
Later in the day, Pierce 
County deputies checked 
the mobile home, which is 
about 20 miles southeast of 
the casino, and found four 
of the children dead in their 
beds and the fifth in the 
bathroom. 
Neighbors in the Deer 
Run mobile home park, a 
neat, well-kept community 
nestled among towering 
evergreens, were shocked 
and weeping at the news. 
"How could something 
like this happen?" asked 
Mary Riplinger, whose kids 
were playmates of the slain 
children. "Everyone's ask-
ing: Why did he do it? It's 
not right." 
- ASSOCIATID PRESS 
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Coming 
Hometorthe 
Summer 
If you are going to be in 
South Florida 
for the summer, 
earn credits-at FAU. 
Get more from summer break: 
• Pick up credits that transfer back to UCF 
• Get ahead or catch up 
• Go to school while you work 
To find out more, visit 
www.fau.edu/summerUCF 
561.297.2408 
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Art pieces showcase underlying messages to viewers 
FROM Al 
"Not having intentions 
when beginning a piece 
isn't any indication of a 
problem, 'progress' artists 
begin and finish pieces 
spontaneously," he said. 
"For me, I already imag-
ined what many of my 
pieces will look exactly 
like before I even begin." 
In "Blank Image," Wal-
drep's figure is staring into 
an empty, white picture, 
which is supposed to con-
vey the pining for mes-
sages that aren't attainable 
anymore. The painting 
sold for $250. 
Other artists, like Ash-
lee Walters, chose to dis-
play their work for sale as 
well Her piece, ''Kitchen" 
- so named for, among 
other characteristics, the 
sandwich in its fore-
ground - sold for $40. 
Walters said her pieces 
were intended to focus on 
"emotional locations" that 
everyone unavoidably vis-
its occasionally: loneli-
ness, joy and restlessness. 
PHOTOS BY MANUEL CINTRON / CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
Twenty art students showed at the Driven art show Friday and Saturday in downtown Orlando. Left: Michelle Collins' Fears and Bad Dreams exibition. Right: Kyle Leavitt's painting, The Penultimate Space. 
Other artists weren't as 
willing to part with their 
work at the time of the 
event, preparing for 
future, more opportunistic 
events in the coming 
months. Christopher 
Berrios hadn't made 
arrangements to sell his 
art yet due to his plans for 
better exposure at an 
upcoming venue in 
Miami 
''If someone gave me an 
appropriate offer, I may 
reconsider, but I'd be hesi-
tant," Berrios said 
Each of the artists at 
Driven, in some way or 
another, found a way to 
express an underlying 
message - whatever it 
may have been - to their 
audience. One of the most 
attention-grabbing dis-
plays at the gallery was 
Michelle Collins' exhibit, 
"Fears and Bad Dreams," 
which focused on specific 
phobias and unpleasant 
dreams of hers or those of 
her associates. 
Including classics, like 
the falling dream, the 
ubiquitous nude-in-class 
dream and others like the 
losing-your-teeth dream, 
Collins said she created 
her pieces with a dual pur-
pose in mind: to share 
with those who may know 
Speaking on Sanskrit 
these fears and dreams, 
while raising awareness 
for those who may not 
know them yet. 
Two of Lotz's students 
he credited with being 
substantial coordinators 
of the show, Ethan Kale-
baugh and Michael Falk, 
showed art as well. 
Kalebaugh worked princi-
pally with wood. He said 
he "appreciated creating 
something both hard and 
soft." He ref erred to his 
use of such a rigid medium 
to sculpt yielding, flowing 
figures. Using molds, Falk 
created several handguns 
made of chalk. His exhibit 
included a wall in which 
he encouraged patrons to 
draw with his guns, 
"shooting up the wall" 
Lotz said both he and 
his students faced several 
obstacles before produc-
ing the show. Among the 
most difficult was finding 
a location. 
'We considered unfin-
ished or dilapidated hous-
es from real estate compa-
nies, even boxcars at a 
train station," Lotz said. 
Ultimately, through net-
working and chance, both 
Lotz and his students 
acquired a suitable venue 
when the Tom Cook Com-
mercial Real Estate Com-
pany struck an agreement 
with them to donate the 
property at the intersec-
tion of North Orange 
Avenue and West 
Jefferson Street, which 
was formerly Downtown 
Mini, for the week. 
He said the event is 
intended to be the culmi-
nation of the student's cur-
RAMI ROTLEWIQ / CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
!,.aurie Patton of Emory University speaks about Sanskrit to nearly 30 people Friday morning at an event hosted by the South Asian Studies Association • 
riculum, which encom-
passed elements including 
photographing art, dealing 
and negotiating with gal-
leries, networking and prop-
erly showcasing pieces to get 
noticed. 
"The class is supposed to 
teach the business end of 
art;' Lotz said. Now seniors 
in the program, the class 
focuses predominantly in 
teaching the skills they will 
need in order to navigate the 
intricate networking of pro-
moters and gallery owners 
and the general marketing of 
their work. 
In the brief amount of 
time Lotz and his students 
had, they traµsformed a 
dusty, ex-car dealership into 
a venue for the expression 
and exchange of ideas. 
The event was one more 
step before the students 
graduate and go various 
ways in the art world 
Meredith Gieger said she 
hopes to use her art to jump-
start an art magazine career. 
Waldrep said he plans to 
stay in the Orlando area for 
the time being. 
"There's always New 
York, of course," he said 
The students' art will also 
be displayed at the UCF BFA 
2009 Art Gallery showcase 
on April 15. For more infor-
mation, visit http:/ /uctb-
fa09.blogspot.com/. 
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Authorities defend response to massacre 
JOHN KEKIS 
Associated Press 
BINGHAMTON, N.Y. 
- A faster response by 
emergency officials to the 
attack at an immigrant 
services center in Bing-
hamton would have saved 
no lives, a county prosecu-
tor said Sunday. 
Authorities investigat-
ing Friday's massacre at the 
American Civic Associa-
tion have faced questions 
about the speed and man-
ner of the response to the 
attack, in which a gunman 
killed 13 people and then 
himself. 
Survivors reported hud-
dling for hours in a base-
ment, not knowing 
whether they were still in 
danger. 
"We can definitely say 
no one was shot after the 
police arrival," said Broome 
County District Attorney 
Gerald F. Mollen. 
The first 911 calls came 
in at 10:30 a.m., said Police 
Chief Joseph Zikuski said at 
a news conference. The 
callers spoke broken Eng-
lish, and it took dispatchers 
two minutes to sort out 
what was happening, he 
said. 
The first patrol cars 
arrived at 10:33 a.m. 
"Nobody could have 
been saved if the police 
walked in the door that first 
minute," Mollen said. Med-
ical examiners who con-
ducted autopsies on the 
victims told him the 
injuries were so severe, 
they would not have sur-
vived, he said. 
Officers were on the 
scene five minutes before a 
wounded receptionist 
called police to report a 
gunman in the building, 
Zikuski said. Police had ear-
lier said it 
was that call 
that brought 
them to the 
immigration 
center. 
Wong A SWAT team 
entered the 
building 43 minutes after 
the first call to police. 
When police got there, 
the gunfire had stopped, so 
they believed there was no 
"active gunman" in the cen-
ter and decided to wait for 
the SWAT team to arrive, 
Zikuski said. 
He compared the scene 
with the 1999 Columbine 
High School shooting in 
Colorado, in which 15 peo-
ple died, including the two 
teenage gunmen. 
''.At Columbine, there 
were numerous shots ring-
ing out and law enforce-
ment stood by," he said. "I 
was quite frankly horrified 
when I knew that." 
Zikuski said his officers 
would have gone into the 
building if shots had still 
been flying. 
"If you arrive on the 
scene - the first two to 
four guys - and there's an 
active shooter; they enter," 
he said. 
Pressed on why police 
didn't go into building, 
Zikuski said information 
they were getting from the 
receptionist was still uncer-
tain enough to warrant cau-
tion. 
"He was dead. We didn't 
know it," Zikuski said. "If 
there's a bunch of cops lay-
ing on the floor shot trying 
to rescue somebody else, 
it's not going to help any-
body." 
When reporters repeat-
ed the line of questioning, 
Mollen jumped in to 
defend the police chie£ 
MIKE GROLL/ ASSOCIATED PRESS 
Broome County District Attorney Gerald Mollen speaks during a news conference in Binghamton, N.Y., Sunday. Authorities 
say that all victims of Friday's community center shooting in Binghamton have been identified. 
"I don't think it's fair to 
ask Chief Zikuski to 
respond to hypotheticals," 
he said, adding that there 
would be a full review and 
report on the shooting, 
including the police 
response. 
A former FBI agent who 
was also a member of a 
SWAT team said the 
response was appropriate. 
"Lord, that seems like 
that was fast,'' said Harold 
Copus, who now runs a 
consulting company based 
in Atlanta. "When some-
thing like this happens, as 
you can imagine, it's mass 
confusion." 
The shooter, 41-year-old 
Jiverly Wong, was "an avid 
gunman" who had recently 
visited a firing range week-
ly, Zikuski said, but authori-
ties still don't know his 
motive. 
Authorities don't know 
whether he had a particular 
target, and Zikuski said the 
choice of targets may have 
even been random. 
Wong was apparently 
upset about losing his job at 
a vacuum plant and about 
people picking on him for 
his limited English. 
Police said they had 
identified all the victims 
but were still having diffi-
culty notifying the family of 
a victim from Brazil. They 
expected to release the 
names of the victims Sun-
day afternoon. 
Four Chinese were 
among those killed, said 
Zinqi Gao, spokesman for 
the Chinese consulate in 
NewYork. 
One Chinese student 
was among the wounded, 
according to consular offi-
cials quoted by China's offi-
cial Xinhua News Agency. 
He was shot in the arm and 
leg. 
Director receives grant to make film 
FROM Al 
Set in the 19th century 
American West, The Attic 
Door is the story of two 
young siblings' abandon-
ment while they wait for 
their ~ents to return 
from a trip into town. 
According to the Florida 
Film Festival's Web site, 
"The Attic Door is a dra-
matic thriller about love, 
loss, lonelin,ess and the 
truth behind childhood 
fears." 
Daneau submitted his 
film to the Florida Film 
Festival and was chosen by 
festival staff to be featured 
as a "Florida film,'' one of 
the many categories of 
films showed at this year's 
festival. 
"Films are chosen by 
festivals through a very 
competitive and selective 
process," Finch said. ''With 
Danny, I believe that the 
[Florida Film Festival] 
thought his film was the 
kind of story the festival 
audience would appreci-
ate." 
ASHLEY INGUANTA / CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
Danny Daneau, director of The Attic Door, speaks about his film during a 
question-and-answer session after a screening at the Enzian Theater Saturday. 
gram. Along with Ernst 
and other· members of the 
UCF film department, 
Daneau began "the four-
year journey'' of creating 
The Attic Door. 
l;mdget, especially when 
working with students," 
Finch said. "Film makers 
have to raise money out-
side the studio system, 
usually through one of 
three sources: families, · 
credit cards or rich people. 
In Danny's case, it was a 
combination of the three." 
thing to do, but we made it 
authentic," Daneau said. 
From here, Daneau said 
he plans on continuing to 
try to showcase The Attic 
Door at film festivals and 
special screenings around 
the country. 
"For the next year we're 
trying to get more expo-
sure at festivals and go 
wherever we can be seen," 
he said "We want to really 
build an audience who 
wants to see us succeed." 
"Danny is a sensitive, 
focused, driven filmmak-
er," said Steven Schlow, the 
chair of the UCF film 
department. "He sticks to 
his guns and worked very 
hard to make the film be 
his f'J.lm." 
Daneau has received a 
lot of support from the 
UCF and Orlando commu-
nity, and said he plans on 
continuing to make new 
projects here and abroad, 
but he will never forget 
where he came from. 
BACKYARD 
ECONOMICS www.BackyardEconomics.com 
Daneau wrote the 
screenplay for The Attic 
Door with another UCF 
film student, Eric Ernst, 
while he was still an 
undergraduate student at 
UCF. Daneau decided to 
use this screenplay as his 
graduation project in the 
film school's graduate pro-
In Kane County, Utah, 
Daneau and his crew spent 
close to two months build-
ing and shooting The Attic 
Door in the summer of 
2007. Daneau received a 
$25,000 grant from the 
Southern Utah Student 
Film Incentive to help 
fund the f'J.lm. 
Besides rece1vmg a 
funding grant in Utah, 
Daneau received dona-
tions from various people 
in the community to help 
fund his creative idea. 
"There's an age where 
we learn that our mon-
sters, they live in our 
minds, not under the bed," 
Daneau said. 'We grow old 
and we learn that they just 
turn into something else, 
but they're always with us. 
These are the elements in 
my story." 
For more information 
about The Attic Door, visit 
theatticdoormovie.com. LOCAL SPENDING WORKS 
UNIVERSITY WRITING 
407
~· 211
7 CENTER 
'WWW'.~.u.cf.edu 
r 
" 
Mon-"Ibur 9am - 8 pm 
Pri 9am .. S pm 
Sun2:pm-8pm 
"Independent films 
usually have a very small 
"Creating a film on an 
ultra low budget . is a hard 
Donate Plasma! 
Sometimes a Band-Aid is not enough 
Find out how thousands of people save lives and earn extra CASH by donating plasma 
regularly. Plasma is used to make manufacture injectable products for people, including 
children, with serious illneses. 
DCI Biologicals 1900 A1afaya Trail Suite 500 Orlando 321-235-9100 
* $10 Special-New and Return (not donated in the last 6 months) 
Bring this ad and receive an extra $5 on your 2nd and 4th donation. 
www.dciplasma.com 
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Directors integrate Unifying Theme into short films 
FROM Al 
meStories a class project. 
In professor Max 
Croft's Computer as a 
Mediun1 class, meStories 
is lmown as the "changing 
the world project." Stu-
dents in Croft's class had 
to use the software and 
techniques studied in the 
course to make a digital 
project that conveyed a 
message with impact in 
very little time. 
Submissions from 
Croft's class feature a 
range of issues, from recy-
cling on campus to fight-
ing giant animated forest-
destroying robots. 
Students incorporated 
their own interpretations 
of the theme into their 
projects, trying to bring 
about a positive impact by 
promoting awareness of 
childhood abuse with an 
animated video ,or shoot-
ing a video advocating a 
"straightedge" lifestyle, 
free of drugs and promis-
cuous sex. 
Senior Malorie Cal-
hmm said she was sur-
prised by the research she 
did for the proj-
ect. 
"I found out a lot," Cal-
houn said. "It made me 
more aware of how many 
people don't recycle." 
In her investigation, 
she said the statistics 
related to how much trash 
is produced and the effect 
on the planet caught her 
by surprise. She also 
found ways the topic 
applied to her directly 
when she discovered that 
her apartment communi-
ty doesn't recycle. 
Kenny and Glenda 
Gunter, an associate pro-
fessor from the College of 
Education, are the project 
directors for meStories. 
They said they see meSto-
ries as a way to get stu-
dents involved in their 
learning and their envi-
ronment. 
'½. lot of people have a 
preconceived notion that 
there's not a lot they can 
do to change the environ-
ment," Kenny said. 'We're 
hoping that there is a 
change that takes place in 
people.'' 
The competi-
tion isn't just for the 
video-savvy, Kenny said. 
The award for best con-
cept is decided upon the 
storyboards and sum-
maries each participant 
must submit before 
shooting begins. 
"The best submissions 
we got were from the le~ 
skilled video people," he 
said. 
In addition to the 
award for audience 
favorite, meStories judges 
choose winners for best 
concept, best technical 
quality and best overall. 
The best overall is award-
ed $650 in gift certificates 
to the UCF Computer 
Store and winners in each 
of the other categories are 
awarded $300 gift certifi-
cates. 
Kenny and Gunter said 
.they plan to make instruc-
tional workshops for par-
ticipants with less experi-
ence in digital media a 
regular part of meStories. 
Digital video was cho-
sen as the medium 
for 
GRAB YOUR 
COUPON BOOK 
in the student union today 
or print your coupons online at 
www.KnightNewspapers.com/ 
meStories because it's 
something that readily 
adapts to the Internet. 
"It's the shared experi-
ence that makes it work," 
Kenny said. 
There are high hopes for 
the future expansion of 
meStories. 
''The idea is to keep this 
going as an annual event," 
Kenny said. 
Among the ideas for 
developing meStories is the 
inclusion of a large screen-
ing of the top films before 
they are published online. 
There is also interest in pos-
sibly incorporating meSto-
ries with similar events at 
other campuses. 
meStories is funded by 
the Office ofUridergraduate 
Studies, which implement-
ed the Unifying Theme, 
Kenny said. The theme was 
chosen after students told 
Undergraduate Studies that 
they wanted to learn about 
global climate change. 
"It's all student-driven, 
all this change that's going 
on," Kenny said. 
The videos can be viewed 
at http:/ /mestories.ucf.edu. 
According to the calendar on 
the Web site, the audience 
can vote until April 17 for 
their favorite video. 
OTICE: 
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FREE 
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FormerQB 
Mike Greco 
hits a tackling 
dummy at 
practice. 
COURTESY 
UCFSPORTS.COM 
s ftball 
UCF takes series with thriller 
CARLOS PINEDA 
Staff Writer 
The UCF Softball team was 
looking for a series win that 
could put them in the right 
direction. UCF may have start-
ed that journey with their series 
victory against Southern Miss 
during the weekend 
The Knights picked up a 
thrilling 5-4 win at the UCF 
Softball Complex on Sunday 
afternoon. With the eighth-
inning victory, the Knights took 
two of three from the Golden 
Eagles to improve their record 
to 18-21 and 4-8 in Conference 
USA 
The Knights trailed 4-3 
heading into the bottom of tlie 
eighth inning. 
Freshman Vanessa Perez 
_ and junior Mary Helen Tyler 
started the · inning with walks. 
Senior Lindsay Dean then 
reached first base on a fielder's 
choice to load up the .bases with 
one out in the inning. 
With two outs, sophomore 
Abby McClain stepped up to 
the plate and delivered the 
ASHLEY INGUANTA / CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
UCF pitcher Ashleigh Cole pitched 13.2 innings in the 3-game series against the Southern Miss Golden Eagles, allowing 8 hits and 2 
earned runs. She struck out 9 Southern Miss batters, winning the series finale and ending the series opener without a decision. 
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Greco reinvents hiinself, 
looks to impact secondary 
RYAN BASS 
Staff Writer 
'Ibis time last year, UCF Football player 
Michael Greco was trapped in a competition with 
teammate Joe Weatherford for the starting quar-
terback job. 
'Ibis spring, Greco is competing for playing 
time at a different position: safety. 
After losing the starting quarterback job to Rob 
Calabrese midway through last season, Greco 
decided he needed to change something to be able . 
to contribute for the Knights in his senior season. 
He approached head coach George O'Leary 
and defensive coordinator Dave Huxtable about 
changing from offense to defense. 
Huxtable didn't know what to expect from the 
move. 
·~t the beginning, I didn't know how physical 
Mike would be:' Huxtable said "Coming from the 
quarterback position over to safety and playing 
defense, [there were questions like] would he put 
his nose in there and what kind of contact player 
would he be? Mike has shown from Day One that 
he is willing to do that, so that's a very positive 
thing, and I think Mike is progressing very well 
through the spring.'' 
Greco, who passed for 571 yards and five touch-
downs last season, has continually improved at 
safety since spring practice began Mar.19. He feels 
a little less stressed than when he was behind cen-
ter. 
''I like it:' Greco said of the switch. ''I am hav-
ing a good time over there on defense. It's a little 
more fun. and there is not so much pressure on 
you, but I am getting everything down, slowly but 
surely." 
At 6-foot-3, 222 pounds, Greco has always had 
exceptional athletic ability. From the minute he 
traqsferred to UCF from NC State two seasons 
ago, lle has impressed teammates and coaches 
with hiS speed He runs a 4.45 40-yard dash, one of 
the best times on the team. 
O'Leary thinks his athleticism can help him 
adjust to his new position. 
"I think he is a good athlete that has to learn to 
go backwards because he has been going forward 
most of his life," O'Leary said. ''I think the big thing 
that he has to learn is vision. ... He is a good ath-
lete and has good range, and I think he is working 
hard to get better at some things he needs to get 
better at. His overall vision, he needs to see the 
whole field, and I have been very happy with his 
aggressiveness back there.'' 
After playing quarterback the last two seasons 
for UCF, Greco knows what it is like to see the 
entire field. He knows the decisions a quarterback 
makes, which could· help him now that he is 
defending against those plays. 
"I think it will [help] once I get everything 
Spring scrimmage 
Defense cracks 
down in practice 
RYAN BASS 
Staff Writer 
A week ago, the UCF 
Football team's offense put 
a thumping on the defense 
in their first scrimmage of 
the spring. The second 
time around~ the defense 
made sure ther~ wasn't a . 
repeat. 
The Knights competed 
in their second 90-minute 
scrimmage of the spring 
Saturday afternoon, and 
this time the defense was 
able to shut down the 
offense. 
''We had to crank it up a 
litt;le bit:' junior safety Der-
rick Hallman said "Coach 
told us in the meeting that 
they were a lot tougher 
than we were last week. 
Our motto today was to 
just knock everything back 
and put the ball [ on the 
ground].'' 
Behind a good push 
from the front line, the 
defense was able to hold 
the offense in check, allow-
ing a handful of big plays in 
119 snaps. 
Despite some injury 
woes, UCF head coach 
NEWS TO NOTE 
MOVING UP 
Head coach George O'Leary said 
that running back Latavius Murray 
could be the team's second back. 
COMING UP 
The Knights will have their annual 
spring game Saturday at 2 p.m. at 
Bright House Networks Stadium. 
George O'Leary is still 
looking for consistency 
with the offense. 
"I thought defensively 
we were pretty consistent 
during the day and I 
thought offensively it was 
very inconsistent," O'Leary 
said ''We had five receivers 
injured so way too many 
dropped balls, I thought. I 
think the consistency was 
dictated by inconsistency 
in offensive line play." 
With the annual spring 
football game a week away 
from Saturday's practice, 
the Knights were looking 
to get some of the kinks out 
heading into game action. 
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Sports b as 
Baseball wins 2 straight 
PADRICK BREWER 
Sports Editor 
Baseball 
After losing their first 
seven Conference USA 
contests, the Knights 
bounced back and took the 
final two games of their 
series against the Memphis 
Tigers during the week-
end 
UCF dropped the series 
opener 10-5 but rebounded 
with a 12-7 victory Satur-
day and a 5-3, come-from-
behind victory Sunday. 
The Knights, prone to 
using several pitchers per 
game, eschewed their nor-
mal strategy against the 
Tigers, using four pitchers 
Friday, three on Saturday 
and two on Sunday. 
UCF (10-21 overall, 2-7 
in C-USA) pounded out 38 
hits in the series, and 
Shane Brown. who was out 
of the lineup Saturday, 
extended his hitting streak 
to 21 games with hits Fri-
day and Saturday. 
In the most exciting 
game of the weekend, UCF 
pitcher Kyle Sweat was 
able to hold Memphis to 
four hits and three runs 
Sunday, allowing the 
Knights to stay within 
striking distance. 
And strike they did, 
when, with two outs in the 
ninth, Kiko Vazquez, Chris 
Duffy and Colin Arnold all 
homered as the Knights 
scored five runs. 
D.J. Hicks, who was the 
designated hitter, allowed 
a single hit in the bottom of 
the ninth to close out the 
victory. 
f.l for golf and track updates, go to 
www.UCFNews.com 
Rowing 
In their only home 
regatta of the season. the 
Knights dominated Duke 
on Saturday morning in 
the first event at UCF's 
new Intercollegiate Row-
ing Center at Lake Pickett 
in Orlando. 
The Knights beat the 
Blue Devils in all five 
events, marked by UCF's 
novice four crew winning 
by 14.1 seconds. 
The Knights' varsity 
eight put up the fastest 
time of the morning, fin-
ishing in 6:37.08 and win-
ning by almost 11 seconds. 
The next event for the 
Knights will be Saturday at 
the Virginia Invitational in 
Charlottesville, Va 
Men~golf 
Freshman Blayne Bar-
ber turned in two under-
par rounds Saturday to 
lead the Knights to second 
place after the first day of 
the Augusta State Invita-
tional. 
Barber shot a 4-under-
par 68 in the first round 
and a 2-under-par 70 in the 
second to finish Saturday 
tied for seventh at 6 under 
par. 
All five Knights fin-
ished Saturday under par, 
with senior David Johnson 
heading into Sundays final 
round tied for 17th at 4 
under par, junior Simon 
Ward tied for 26th at 3 
under par and sophomore 
Jed Dirksen and redshirt 
freshman Brad Schneider 
tied for 31st at 2 under par. 
UCF was two strokes 
ahead of Chattanooga for 
second place after the first 
two rounds, trailing host 
and leader Augusta State 
by 6 shots heading into the 
final round 
Women's golf 
Junior Mayule Tomim-
bang shot the Knights' only 
par round through the first 
two rounds of the 
Ping/ASU Invitational 
with her first-round 72 on 
Friday, and the Knights fin-
ished Saturday in last 
place. 
UCF was 51 over par 
after the first two rounds, 
trailing host and leader 
Arizona State by 42 strokes 
heading into Sunday. 
Tomimbang followed 
her first-round perform-
ance with a 12-over-par 84 
Saturday to head into Sun-
days final round tied for 
54th. 
Senior Stephanie Con-
nelly led the Knights 
through two rounds, 
shooting consecutive 5-
over-par 77s. 
Connelly was tied for 
40th, the highest place-
ment for a UCF player 
heading into Sundays final 
round 
Junior Victoria Tomko 
was tied for 80th at 18 over 
par, sophomore Katie 
Detlefsen was tied for 84th 
at 19 over par and sopho-
more Jessy Tang was in 
86th place at 20 over par 
after leading the Knights in 
the second round with a 4-
over-par 76. 
DeMello dominates game 2 
FROM AB 
game winning and series-clinching dou-
ble to the right-field warning track, scor-
ing Tyler and Dean, the tying and game 
winning runs for UCR 
"The pitcher got ahead of me with a 
strike, which made me a little nervous," 
McClain said about the game-winning at 
bat. "But I treated it just like any other at 
bat. I found my pitch and hit it." 
UCF head coach Renee Luers-Gillispie 
was proud of the way UCF battled back. 
''What was nice about [Sundays] game 
is that our offense came through when we 
needed a hit, especially with runners on," 
Luers-Gillispie said ''We had to step up, 
and that is exactly what we did" 
Junior Ashleigh Cole picked up the 
win, allowing just two earned runs on 
four hits and striking out six batters. 
''I definitely believe that this is a turn-
ing point," Luers-Gillispie said "Seeing 
Ashleigh Cole pitch the way that she did 
to win this game was great. She did the lit-
tle things right." 
On Saturday, the Knights dropped the 
first game of their doubleheader 5-4. UCF 
trailed 5-0 through four innings but 
scored four in the bottom of the fifth to 
make it a one-run game. The Knights 
were previously held scoreless through 33 
innings dating back to their extra-inning 
loss to Iowa on March 19. 
In the second game, junior pitcher 
Kristina DeMello posted a 13-str~eout 
performance and the softball team split 
the doubleheader with a 2-1 victory. 
'We knew coming in that Kristina had 
the capability of being dominant on the 
mound," Luers-Gillispie said. "She 
ASHLEY INGUANTA / CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
UCF second baseman Natalie I.and was 4 for 8 in the series 
against Southern Miss, picking up 1 RBI and scoring 1 run. 
showed that at Miami-Dade. She now has 
a feeling of what she needs to be doing, 
and I think that confidence is showing 
when she steps on the mound I believe 
that Kristina has the confidence now to · 
step up and deliver in a big game for us:• 
Iri the second game, UCF trailed 
Southern Miss 1-0 until the bottom of the 
sixth. With two outs, junior Hillary Bar-
row singled through the left side of the 
infield Perez followed with a single of her 
own. advancing Barrow to second base. 
Barrow and Perez each moved a base 
on a wild pitch, sej:ting up Tyler, who hit 
the pitch in front of the pitcher but was 
able to beat out the throw to first for a sin-
gle and score Barrow to tie the game. 
Tied 1-1, Cole pinch hit for Dean and 
singled, allowing Perez to score and give 
the Knights the lead and eventually the 
win. 
UCF heads to DeLand on Wednesday 
to take on Stetson in a midweek show-
down at 5 p.m. 
Currently enrolled students are entitled to consult with program attorneys about legal matters 
and receive advice. In addition, legal representation, up to and including all 
stages of trial, may be provided in certain types of cases, such as the following: 
• Landlord/tenant problems affecting student's living arrangements 
in the community ~ 
I II II 
• Consumer problems confronting individual students 
• Traffic cases 
• Criminal law 
• Uncontested dissolution of marriage 
• Bankruptcy 
www.stuleual.-des.uct.edu 
Students in need of legal service should contact, either in person or by telephone (407-823-2538), 
Student Legal Services in Room 142, Ferrell Commons. All consultations are by appointment only. 
No legal advice will be given over the phone. 
Call 407-823-2538 to set up an appointment, or visit the Ferrell Commons, room 142. 
Monday - Friday 8am - 5pm. 
F~nded by Activity & Service Fee through th~Student Government association , .. , 
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Greco 2nd on depth chart 
FROM AB 
down with the defensive 
calls and where to be," 
Greco said. "Once I get my 
position down. I can start 
reading the quarterback 
even more and the tenden-
cies. Right now, I'm just try-
ing to make sure rm in the 
right spot and not getting 
beat." 
Greco is running plays 
with the second-team 
defense and is listed behind 
Derrick Hallman, who just 
_ recently moved to safety 
from linebacker, on the 
depth chart. He has had a 
couple of big hits on guys in 
practice, but Huxtable is 
relying on him to come in 
and give an extra boost to 
the defense come game 
time. 
"I am hoping that he can 
give us some depth where 
we have some problems at 
depth right now:· Huxtable 
said. 
''I am hoping that he can 
be in the two-deep, give us 
some depth· and be a leader 
for us, because he is a senior." 
Despite the success of 
the change, Greco does 
miss the fact that he con-
trolled where the ball went 
every play. He's just going 
to have to wait till his first 
interception before he can 
make _the plays that he was 
used to making in the past. 
"I miss having the ball in 
my hands a little bit," he 
said. "Hopefully I get the 
ball back in my hands 
soon." 
Frosh lineman impressive 
FROM AB 
One of the few positions 
that impressed O'Leary dur-
ing the scrimmage was ~e 
running backs. 
Brynn Harvey continued 
his strong push for the start-
ing job, and Latavius Mur-
ray, who had a nice 40-yard 
scamper in the scrimmage, 
has pulled in as a close sec-
ond 
"Brynn [Harvey] has 
been the one I thought that 
has separated himself from 
the [other running backs]," 
O'Leary said. "I thought 
[Latavius] Murray is the 
next one coming on, 
because I think he does 
some things." 
UCF was without some 
big-name wide receivers, 
most notably Kamar Aileen 
and Kyhmest Williams. 
One guy who stepped 
up was freshman Marquee 
Williams, who made a cou-
ple of impressive catches 
and juke moves to evade 
defenders. 
"I was very pleased with 
him," O'Leary said of 
Williams. "He has made 
some really great strides 
during the week. He has 
been banged up a little bit, 
and you can't make the 
team in the tub." 
O'Le~ noted that the 
[ 
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With several receivers nursing injuries, Marquee Williams has stepped up in 
practice during the past week, UCF head coach George O'Leary said Saturday. 
offensive line had its strug-
gles on the day and that 
they had to get better. 
One player who O'Leary 
said has a chance to be spe-
cial is redshirt freshman 
Steven Robinson, who is 
getting a chance to start at 
offensive guard 
''I think the kid that has 
a chance to be a good play-
er is 70, [Steven] Robin-
son," O'Leary said. "Again, 
he is a red-shirt freshman, 
but he is a strong kid that is 
a 400-pound bench press 
guy that continues to get 
better." 
The Knights will hold 
their spring football game 
Saturday at 2 p.m. at 
Bright House Networks 
Stadium. 
Practice notes 
Even scrimmages can 
have controversial calls. 
After the offense 
attempted to convert on a 
fourth-and-I, one ref ruled 
that it was a turnover on 
downs, but O'Leary 
stepped in and reversed the 
call himself. He later said 
that the head referee con-
firmed it was a first down 
before O'Leary spoke out. 
"The guy behind me 
who is in charge of the offi-
cials said, 'Coach, that was 
a first down,' so I said 
you're right, first down," 
O'Leary said. "It's hard to 
get first downs, so when 
you get one, you sure as 
heck don't want to take it 
away from me." 
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OUR STANCE 
Tolls rise, drivers' 
• voices ·eard 
L ately it seems that every day on the 
. national stage, contro-
versy·abounds about dollar 
figures in the billions and tril-
lions. Here in Orlando, it took 
much less coin to cause an 
uproar. 
It took a quarter, to be 
exact. 
The 25 cent toll increase 
for local expressways, which 
took effect Sunday, along with 
a damning report that 
described a "culture of cor-
ruption" in the Expressway 
Authority has opened the 
floodgates, spilling accusa-
tions of corruption and pay-
to-play politics into the lap of 
the Orlando-Orange County 
Expressway Authority. 
Unfortunately for Orlando 
drivers, as everything else 
about this issue seemed to 
shift and twist under each 
accusation. the toll hike con-
tinued to march on. unboth-
ered 
Sunday's implementation 
of that increase is the final evi-
dence that, even if aI1 the 
other accusations had turned 
out to be false, the Expressway 
Authority would still be guilty 
of one thing- ignoring the 
concerns of its customers. 
That shows a startling sin-
gle-mindedness that does 
nothing but legit:imi7£ the 
anger of its opponents and 
lend doubt to its credibility. 
The controversy began on 
Feb. 26, when the vote was 
held 
However, had the vote not 
been rushed to that date, 
another controversy would 
undoubtedly have begun on 
Feb.27. 
That was the date that the 
grand-jury report was 
unsealed, and as a result, some 
have questioned the timing of 
the vote. 
Critics say that the vote 
may have been moved so that 
the grand-jury report, which 
suggested that board mem-
bers may have improperly 
sought political donations 
from vendors, would not lead 
to public outcry before the toll 
increase could be approved 
The report, which did not 
result in any criminal charges, 
revealed that former Chair-
man Allan Keen raised almost 
$500,000 in contnbutions 
from vendors, including 
$63,000 for current chairman 
and Orange County Mayor 
Rich Crotty's 2006 re-election 
campaign. 
The Expressway Authority 
insists that the timing was a 
coincidence. 
While this controversy is 
ongoing, for citizens opposed 
to the toll increase, the fight 
was over before it started 
Even when one of its own 
questioned the timing of the 
increase, the board of the 
Expressway Authority showed 
that the only voice it will hear 
is one voicing praise or con-
sent. 
At a meeting on March 25, 
Tanya Juarez, vice chairman of 
the Expressway Authority 
asked for a delay of the toll 
hike for 90 days, long enough 
to investigate the accusations 
of impropriety plaguing the 
agency. Her request was flatly 
denied 
Instead, the board accepted 
a much-belated ethical reform 
proposal from Crotty, who 
recently said that the board 
showed courage when it voted 
for the toll increase. 
Crotty's name has been 
linked to the scandal since its 
beginning, along with the 
agency's director, Mike Sny-
der, whose firing Juarez has 
called for. 
The latest development in 
this saga is the creation of a 
"blue ribbon'' committee, 
which will review the opera-
tions of the Expressway 
Authority. 
That group includes, 
among others, the dean of 
FAMU's College of Law and 
UCF's own Bill Merck, vice 
president of administration 
and finance. 
What that review will find 
at this point, is anyone's guess. 
However, by the time the 
review ends, and even by the 
time this editorial prints, the 
toll increase will have already 
taken effect. For the residents 
of Orlando, the people who 
frequent the city's express-
ways every day, any result will 
be cold comfort. 
A quarter lilay not seem 
like much of an increase, 
unless you use the express-
ways to get to and from work 
every day and you happen to 
be struggling in one of the 
worst economic downturns in 
the history of this couritry. 
In a time when working 
people are struggling to get by, 
this toll hike will hurt those 
who commute to work most 
of all. Their voice was ignored 
Yet, Mayor Crotty feels that 
his Expressway Authority 
board showed "courage." But 
it doesn't take courage to 
ignore the dissent of con-
cerned citizens. 
All it takes is stubbornness 
and arrogance. 
Learn to serve, 
serve to learn 
A t UCF, a spin on civic service called service-
learning has an appeal 
that entices more students 
each year. 
Since 2002, the 
Experiential Learning depart-
ment has striven to expand 
service-learning within UCF. 
The cross-disciplinary collab-
orations that have taken form 
over the past several years 
attest to the department's 
success and to a growing 
enthusiasm toward service-
learning. 
Although there are many 
forms of experiential educa-
tion programs, such as volun-
teering, community service, 
field education and intern-
ships, two spectra exist to 
help differentiate these pro-
grams, according to an article 
by the Corporation for 
National Service. The bene-
fits of such programs are 
weighed between recipient 
and provider, and their focus-
es between service and learn-
ing. 
What makes service-
learning so unique among all 
these other outlets of service? 
Balance. 
The benefits of service-
learning translate proportion-
ally between student and 
community, as the student is 
academically engaged while 
providing service to the com-
munity or university. Just 
consider the namesake. 
This reciprocity is an 
essential element of service-
learning for the Experiential 
Learning department, and 
students' opinions of the 
dynamic are encouraging. 
"" According to 34'2005 sur-
vey by the department, 80.7 
percent of students enrolled 
in service-learning courses 
agreed that their community 
work improved their under-
standing of academic work. 
Even more encouraging, in 
separate questions 85.9 per-
cent of those students said 
they would like to take anoth-
er service-learning course 
and would recommend it to 
their friends. 
One might have the 
impression that a typical 
group of students is enticed 
by service-learning, but a 
wide array of students from 
various disciplines fall into 
the mix. 
Take the Environmental 
Center's participation with 
Experiential Learning for 
example. They host several 
service-learning projects by 
students from different col-
leges around campus. 
A digital media major cre-
ated an interactive map of 
UCF's storm water system. 
posted on the Student Sus-
tainability Alliance's Web 
site. 
Students in one of the gen-
eral education speech cours-
es take their experiences 
with service and convey 
them in speeches during 
class. 
Besides the number of 
service projects themselves, 
the surge in service-learning 
is apparent in enrollment 
numbers. 
Alaina Bernard, assistant 
director of Environmental 
Initiative, said compared to 
the 10 students in last fall's 
Systems Sustainability 
course, about twiop, as many 
students are interested for 
next fall. 
"It gives me pride as a staff 
member that students really 
want to do service," she said 
All this news of students 
assuming civic responsibility 
is fitting amid the economic 
slump the world continues to 
endure. Bernard thinks Presi-
dent Barack Obama's support 
of service has a lot to do with 
the way UCF students are 
giving back to their commu-
nity. 
Recently, Obama implored 
Americans, ''to do our part to 
lift up our fellow Americans:' 
in a TI1vfE column called ''.A 
New Era of Service." 
This idea reflects a sense 
of moral obligation above the 
willingness to lend a hand. By 
Obama's rhetoric, the days of 
pitching in pennies when one 
can are no longer feasible, 
from the national perspective 
down to the UCF perspec-
tive. 
If that is true, then service-
learning is just what the doc-
tor, or president, ordered 
Not to say that students 
ought to serve because he 
says so, but the executive 
attention is important in giv-
ing this country direction 
toward service. 
This service-learning pro-
gram, which combines aca-
demic enhancement with 
civic engagement, proves that 
textbooks are not the end-all 
of education-experience is. 
And being able to help 
your fellow Americans, 
Floridians or Knights, well 
that's just the icing on the 
cake. So grab a shovel and get 
those hands dirty. ,, 
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/4 H~ SAYS ALL H~ WANTS TO 
KNOW IS 11::: H~'U. 
f 6RADUAT~ ON TIM~. 
RINALDO STEPHENS/ CENTRAL Fl ORIDA FUTURE 
Turn off your lights 
to feel self-righteous 
two-thirds vote by the 
UCF student body which 
may soon allow for UCF 
to charge 75 cents per 
credit hour in order to 
raise money to support 
environment projects 
such. as solar panel 
installation, bike shops, 
and even organic food 
If you were watching 
TV on March 28th at 
8:29 pm. chances are you 
were probably still 
watching it a minute 
later, except this time 
you were probably 
checking your Facebook, 
only to find out that 
between 8:30 p.m. and 
9:30 p .m. (local time), it 
was Earth Hour all over 
the world In your rush 
to greet the celebration 
KONSTANTIN RAWIN selections. 
It may not seem much 
to charge 75 cents per 
credit hour to an average 
student, but with over 50,000 stu-
dents currently enrolled at UCF, a 
75 cent increase would add up to a 
lot of money, which could be allo-
cated in an effort to increase energy 
efficiency, reduce waste, and raise 
awareness. 
Contributing Columnist 
with open arms, you probably 
turned off a front porch light and 
cranked up the volume on the TY. 
Earth Hour is a global event first 
devised by the World Wide Fund 
for Nature, which asks all house-
holds and business around the 
world to turn off their non-essential 
electrical appliances in order to 
raise awareness of climate change 
as well as contribute to energy con-
servation And while many U.S. 
cities went "dark," for the most 
part, people kept their AC cranked 
up to the max. 
It may not seem obvious at first, 
but environmental policies have 
found their way into Americans' 
hearts, using "innovative and fresh" 
slogans like "Take Action" and "Be 
Heard,'' as well as Americans' wal-
lets. 
The idea of helping the environ-
ment is an amiable one, and I don't 
think anyone has been on-record as 
being a person who does not enjoy 
nature. This makes it easy to sell. 
But sometimes Paris Hilton giving 
a peace sign and wearing a "Save 
the Planet" T-shirt just doesn't cut 
it. The more the American com-
munity embraces eco-friendly poli-
cies, the more it realizes that it's 
not all sunshine and flowers. 
An eco-friendly Florida policy 
called the Green Fee was passed 
unanimously in the first committee 
at the State Capitol and by a nearly 
The fee was passed under pre-
tenses of comparing and contrast-
ing photos of rolling hills basked in 
sunshine with beautiful green grass 
and prancing bunnies to bleak, uni-
form fields of black smoke rising 
from smokestacks made to look 
sinister, with a darkened sky in the 
background 
It was as if the whole idea was 
based on the fact that " if we don't 
do this, this is what we get." In 
reality, sometimes environmental 
regulations impede on our ability 
to prosper. 
Energy efficiency is important, 
as is reducing waste, but it seems as 
if we're passing environmental laws 
under the pretenses of amiability 
and not simple benefit, hoping that 
our accomplishments would be 
noticed by simply passing legisla-
tion rather than creating actual 
results. 
Every human being, to some 
extent, emphasizes his or her bene-
fit above all else, and it seems that 
certain environmental incentives 
could become ~omew hat of ineffi-
cient burdens to our society if they 
are not· closely monitored. 
ON UCFNEWS.COM WHAT YOU ARE SAYING 
Off to Germany 
Best wishes to Kyle for his time 
in Germany from a fan of the 
reigning German GFL Champion 
It's true, Dresden is not Spain -
but there's things to do there, to 
keep the homesickness at bay. 
And though most players over 
here do training nearly the whole 
year through, they're still amateurs 
(mostly. .. ) with regular jobs, school 
or university as the main part of 
their lives. The game is a bit slow-
er here, which might be a reason 
for a bit of frustration. when WRs 
are slow on their routes and drops 
sure will do happen a lot more 
often, than Kyle was used to dur-
ing his UCF career. 
But if he comes to Germany to 
play the game, have fun and learn 
a bit about us over here, I guess he 
will have a great time. Many play-
ers came over not just for one year, 
but for several years in a row ... 
and some even decided to stay;) 
So, welcome to Germany, Kyle ... 
and watch out for the Lions. 
LIONSFAN 
Congrats on the football gig in 
Germany Kyle! Make the Knight-
nation proud! 
KNIGHT FAN 03 
Up in smoke 
Hey ... this is a message to you 
college students who smoke. Stop! 
Don't you get that you are 
killing yourself and the rest of us 
will have to pay for your expensive 
healthcare? You clearly haven't had 
great role models in your brief 
{i 
lives. You have the right to do all 
kinds of harmful things (riding a 
motorcycle without a helmet in FL 
comes to mind), but that doesn't 
mean that you should be stupid 
enough to do it. These taxes are 
designed to curtail your smoking. 
Stop wasting your money on 
cigarettes and try being more 
healthy. Think about it. 
UCFALUM 
. It seems obvious to me that 
from a political perspective taxing 
smokers is harmless - smokers 
are a stigmatized group with a 
great deal of internal guilt, so 
you're really not going to see a lot 
of election-year backlash from 
them for hiking the price of a pack. 
However, the responses here are 
ridiculous. People are utterly vin-
dictive towards all smokers - and 
it's sickening to w atch. 
These are your fellow human 
beings. You man not agree with 
their "lifestyle choice," but you 
shouldn't treat them like crap and 
take sick pleasure in a tax hike 
simply because you want to tell 
them what to do in their own 
homes. Shouldn't you simply enjoy 
your own health, rather than 
mocking theirs? 
I'm rather serious about being 
healthy - I don't eat partially-
hydrogenated oils, limit my high-
fructose corn-syrup, eat plenty of 
vegetables, etc - and yet I'm not 
going to jump down your throat 
over a burger & fries, or because 
you light up on your porch. I don't 
smoke, I don't think it's a good 
decision. but let's not be jerks. 
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HOW TO PLACE AN AD 
Online 24 hrs/day: 
wwwKnightNewspapers.com/classifieds 
By phone: 407-447-4555 
By fax: 407-447-4556 
In person: 11825 High Tech Ave, 
Suite 100, Orlando FL 32817 
SUBMISSION DEADLINES 
Online, phone, fax, 
in person: 
10 a.m. Fri. for Mon. issue 
5 p.m. Mon. for Wed. issue 
5 p.m. Wed. for Fri. issue 
PAYMENT METHODS 
VISA, MC, AMEX, 
Discover, Cash, Check 
OFFICE BUSINESS HOURS 
Monday - Friday 
9 a.m. - 5 p.m. 
CLASSIFICATIONS 
Rate 
100 HelpWanted:General C 
125 HelpWanted:Part-Time C 
150 HelpWanted:Full-nme C 
175 Business Opportunities B 
200 For Rent: Homes B 
225 For Rent Apartments 
250 Roommates 
Rate 
325 For Sale: Automotive B 
350 For Sale: General A 
375 For Sale: Pets A 
400 Services B 
500 Announcements A 
600 Traver B 
700 Worship B 
First issue: 
Each addl issue: 
RATES 
Rate( 
$}9 
$l3 
• Pricing includes up to four lines, 35 characters per line 
• Offering a successful average return of over 85% 
407-447-4S5S • www.KnightNewspapers.com/classifieds 275 Sublease 300 For Sale: Homes 
B 
A 
A 
B 
800 Miscellaneous B 
900 Wanted B 
• Reaching UCF and East Orlando, multiple publication 
placement available for Oviedo and Winter Springs 
• Enter and view classified ads on line 24 hours a day 
100 
EWTTB-IDERS WANTED. 
$300 a clay polential.No 
Experierre Neoessay. T~ 
F'lu.-ided. Aga 18 + OK 000-965-
6520 x 107. 
Selling Something? Wrth our 85% 
success rate, it's as good as gone! To 
place an ad call 407-447-4555 or logon 
- www.knigh1newspapers.com/dassifieds 
Oviecb Fim loomg for pert-tine 
1o U-tine oflbl ~ -
Rec:ei:fu ist,general oflbl ci.dies. 
Fax re&rne 1o 407-268-G320 
PlcD:! }A'.)l.r oo in minutes! 
www.KnighlNewspaper.c:omtlassifieds 
AIRLINES ARE HIRING - Tran for 
ttj,payrgAvialial Mai1tena"ce 
Caeer. FAA~Pf"Cl!T<:Vli-
Fila'rial aid if quaified-1-busirg 
avaiatie. CALLAvialial lnslib.Ae 
ct Mai1tera'£le (888)349-5387. 
Summer Jobs 
-$2100 
-Co-Ed Carrp 
~Weel<s 
-Room ard Boad lrdu:led 
Get Pakt 1o Playl 
The Roooa El<S Youth Carrp (FEYC) 
needs male ard female SumTier call) 
Ca.nseb's ~ 18 ard up. FEYC is 
a, CJVel1'tj1 call) localed off of 
1-igway 450 in Umatia, FL The 
call) IU1S JI.Ile 8tt'hJuy 251h. Please 
oonta:t Krys Rajcm at ro>-523-1673 
ext251 or352-4554267 
Looking for extra cash? Find it in here! 
Dozens of jobs in each issue.Also view 
all ads atwww.UCFnews.com/classified 
Located Near Campus 
1---- ---407-679-2700 
www.workforstudents.com 
ATTN A01lRMARKEllNG 
MAJORS! 
Sumner Marketing lnlemship 
Available! Rex hous (1~15\wek). 
Great expeliel ice! f'ast1Jaced work 
environment Must be energetic, 
aeatlve, hard-woridng! 
UCF credit available. 
Send resume w/ cover letter and 
availability 1D 
trishai@Knigh!Ne\',spepe,s.oom 
FUUER BRUSH CO. Died sales 
Rep's needed 1o 5lart h:Jme based 
business ser.nci1:l OJS1Dmers in 
~ crea. Pf fl Lirrited time. No 
inveslment. (229)392-9294 or 
za,e@fulerbrustdrect.net 
P1a::e )IOUr ad in minutes! 
Call 407-447-4555 or enter online at 
www.KnighlNewspapers.corntlassifieds 
200 
$11™1nC ee:lbeny, 
mins. fro01 UCF. l...olS c:A 
space, garage,& yard. 
Appliances incl.Roommates 
Welcome! 
foxm1@aol.com,407-712-6377 
Share 4 bed 25 ball1 pa1ialy 
fulished pool h:Jme. $500tr,o. + 
deposit ind. utiities. Contld 
S1Lat at 407-468-2149 
Fun (pool),Easy (all tiled floors),-
La,ge (41.3), CorM3nient (dose 1o 
UCF) Great,stu::lent h:Jme @ 
$2(XX).,tro! (904) 471-6865 
www.fi.qlla::e2live.cc:m 
UCFAreaneN 
lDWNHOMES ard Cord:> 
Tdefi's, drgsfals,al ~ . 
reseive pai<rg, 2b0>, 1 ~ 
lease renthno $750,$875 ard $970-
(cornm. pool,yym) first mo+ sec 
dep. E-mail ja'nakavi@gnai.com 
or Cal 321-636-5430 
DEAN AND UNIVERSITY 
38D 28A. 2C3'~. private 
bed ard ball1. feroed backy.:ro. 
$1175tno rent 407-692-2043 
Beautifu 3Q custom d.pex. 2 mies t:> 
UCF. 1150 &:i ft~ & la'M1 
servioo ind. ~ - $1250.tro. 
+ sea.rity deposit 407-3S{5()()1 
Availa:lleAlg.Jst04:Jlexin 
Sherwood Forest 32 
$95Mno &22$750tno 
Cbseto UCF. W/D, cishwasherind. 
Cal 407-oo?-2900 or 402-200-7577 
UCF/l'JE ORLANDO 
Comal Pointe L.uxuy Apls 
1 & 2 8ectooms Free W/D, pool, 
fitness renter, patios. 
2300 Eron Ci'. 407-679-0061 
MFwanledfcrfumshed ~ 
home on lake. walled Conm, 6 
minsto UCF. $500tno incl util 
Non-&noker, sec sys, pool & 
temls. 
Available • , 11iecialely 
Call 407-832-a160, 239-707-4448 
Pla::e )IOUr oo in minutes! 
Call 407-447-4555 or enter online at 
www.KnightNewspapers.comklassifieds 
Rooms for rent 1n 6 
bectoom h:Jme. 8el'i1d UCF. 
lntemetCable, lJities, W/D, 
cishwa5hei; cormuitypool, 
$550tronth. AlgJst lease 
avaia:Jlefor09/1O sch:Jol yearl 
MIF. Call 407-876-6697 or 
321-438-1354 
FURN,PARK SPACE.PVT BATH.-
IN 2/2 UCF 1 Cll\11N $450,MN 
$450sec,+1i2.Jtil NONS~ 
STEVE 407:?B74982 
New tome in Avalon Park. 
Lanai, prvt rot tw, sate!ik:!, ~ -
$140,l,veek, al utis i"dd. J. R. -
407.flZ1-7ff'16 
2 Rooms aval. in speriolJs h:Jme with 
pool 3 mies from UCF. ~mo 
ALL Uti. lrd + maid servioo. Steve 
305-281-3104 scasios76@a:Jl.com 
Roomnates wanted 1D share 42 
h:Jme near UCF. Pas ok. 
$440,tnonth + 1/4 of the utilities. 
954647-4519. 
Share w/ 1 person.Vay lice 
newa-4 br 2 ba on bus route, 
9:reel1 patio. RE!Spc)I ISiJle party 
only. 407.JJlO-OfHT Rob 
2005 Sab..rn \Ale, Exe. cord. p,'s 
pb, p/w, ptl. 461( rri. Exterdecl 
wanrty1o 100K. $9500. 
Cal 407-568-6173 
Wa:.;J;a crd D,yer For Sae. Good 
Cordlion $200 Or Best Offer 
Please Cal 407-622-6122 or 
TT0v1290@Ya-oo.cc:m 
African crd ~ art, pam-gs 
ard &1atues. Glass 1Etlle, CXlfT1). 
fi91t sin. games, rrusical 
~Call~ 
239-823-1115 afler 7pm. 
Selling Something? Wrth our 85% 
success rate, it's as good as gone! To 
place an ad call 407-447-4555 or logon 
www.knigh1newspapers.com/classifieds 
ADOPTION-Pregalt ard consi:lelirg 
tlis q:m,? l£Mrg OOlpe seel<s 
reMJOITVflfa,t Elcpenses paid. Cal 
in oonfidet IOO 1o attorney Rebecx:a 
Caballero, 90<Hl86-9552. (FLBar 
#0028857) 
P1cD:! }A'.)l.r oo in minutes! 
www.~comt.tassifieds 
To all persons c:lainqJ a, int in: 2 
1990 7ft 550 sx Kawasakis. 
Patrick S. Ra,ey v.i ai:pyto 
SCDNR for title on walefcraft. ff 
}«.I have any claim 1o 1he 
walefcraft. Corta::t SCDNR 003-
7343858 l..p'.Jrl 30 days aflerthe 
dale of last ad. ff no daim is ma:le 
1hen wateraaft has rd been rep 
srolen SCDNR 'Ml issue clea"title. 
Case #20090023950432 
Place your ad in minutes! 
Call 407-447-4555 or enter online at 
www.KnightNewspapers.com/dassifieds 
2001 Newl-blardLB1158Low 
Hou-s plice $5700 
Loader-tBa::khoeAC+Heater 
ronta:t me for pidl.l'es ard 
details at S!nl4nc@gmai.cc:m, 
(252)3601434 
Do you want to get 
news and updates 
from the Central 
Florida Future? 
Reply A to set alert. 
8 1 9 7 suldolku © · Puzzles by Pappocom 
2 1 Fill in t he grid so 
that every row , 4 1 2 6 column and 3x3 box 
4 5 6 2 contains the d igit s 1 through 9 w i t h no 
1--9-+--+--6- --+--+---+-4--+---1-3---1 repeats. 
Monday puzzle: 
5 3 7 6 Easy level 
5 3 6 4 Wednesday puzzle: Medium level 
9 7 Friday puzzle: 
2 4 5 9 Hard /eve/ 
Solution, tips and computer program at www.sudoku.com 
CROSSWORD 
ACROSS 
1 Scorch 
5 C lean 
9 O liver T wist, for 
one 
14 Broad 
15 First name in 
folk mus ic 
16 Speak publicly 
17 Gershwin and 
others 
18 Foreign money 
19 " ... shall never 
see a poem 
lovely as _ ... " 
20 Dispositions 
23 Go ld o r silve r 
24 Spot 
25 Public 
transport 
28 W acky 
32 Become merciful 
34 Diver's danger 
35 Sell 
3 7 "Laugh-In" 
regular 
38 Of _ ; recently 
39 Relocates 
4 0 Stuck-up 
41 Late tyrant 
42 Beverage 
container 
43 Abhors 
44 Division 
46 Spurred a horse 
48 Brad ley and 
namesakes 
49 Free 
5 1 Sush i b ar item 
52 People overly 
concerned with 
wealth 
58 Besmirch 
6 1 Lile stories, for 
short, 
62 Fencer's artic le 
63 Go b ack and 
fo rth 
64 Old man: Ger. 
65 Irritate 
66 "Beetle Bailey" 
character 
6 7 Actual 
68 Formerly 
DOW N 
1 One of the 
stars of TV's 
"M · A·S·H" 
@ 2009 Trlbuno Medfa Servlcas, Inc. 
All righte reserved. 
2 "land of Saints 
and Scholars" 
3 First of zillions 
4 O ne who 
answ ers 
5 W oodrow's 
successor 
6 Cantata air 
7 Bridge te rm 
8 P~s 
9 Vandyke 
10 Part of M.A. 
11 Deface 
12 Ending for graph 
o r favor 
13 Originally 
21 Times 
22 Unpopular kid s 
25 Chew out 
26 Loosened 
27 British gun s 
28 Shone 
29 Pranks 
30 State boldly 
31 Cut 
33 Pendant 
34 Nonchalant 
36 Pianist Peter 
A S KS I DAME SI BLOB 
C H I N A M I S H L O P E 
T ..!_ _l.,Q M A N T A A B E L 
IP H OE N I XAR I ZONA 
-- P E EN-- PO E•--1 
D E PEN •• B L E N D E R S 
AV E R Y AL E NE - LAP 
Z I T S.S LOE •• MAN E 
E T E - ACT O A MANG E 
OARKROOM . L ANDE I 
--- I ER-- S E TH •• 
NORMA N OK L A H OMA 
OL IO I EPEE SILABS 
D E A N A E N E E E L L E 
SOLO SCOT S ST E W , 
Last issue solved 
39 Earn 
43 P art of the foot 
4 5 Juice source 
47 O ne who goes 
"Pop!" 
50 Exclude 
52 Chinese dynasty 
5 3 Ve x 
54 Small amount 
55 Ship 's pole 
56 _ Harper 
57 Part of a yr. 
58 Draft board 
letters 
59 Defunct airline 
60 Lung contents 
Solution and new puzzles in next issue's Classifieds 
How Do I Text 
UCFNEWS to 44636? 
I • 
2. 
3 . 
4. 
5. 
Grab your cell phone. 
Select messages on your 
.. 
mam menu 
Write a new text message, 
.. UCFNEWS" 
Send this message to 44636 
(41NFO). 
Reply A and begin receiving 
news alerts about UCF! 
C!Centtal 3Floriba 3Future 
Receive FREE, real-time news and alerts on your cell phone from the Central Florida Future.Just text a keyword, like UCFNEWS, 
to 44636. For a list of other info you can get on your cell, text MENU to 44636. Now you can be in the know while on the go! 
*Carrier te~c messaging rates apply 
• 
• 
• 
• 
A12 www.CentralFloridaFuture.com April 6, 2009 • ~ :;fforiba !future tr 
ON YOUR CELL PHONE 
FROM THE CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
To:4463·6 
UCFNEWS · 
From:44636 
Do you want to get 
news and updates 
from the Central 
Florida Future? 
Reply A to set alert. 
How Do· I Text UCFNEVVS to 44636? 
<!entral ~loriba ~uture 
Receive FREE, real-time news and alerts on your cell phone from the Central 
Florida Future.Just text a keyword, like UCFNEVVS, to 44636. For a list of 
other info you can get on your cell, text MENU to 44636. Now you can be in 
the know while on the go! 
*Carrier text messaging rates apply 
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